Loft Configuration

1. Place desk with organizer where one end of the bed should be.
2. Place dresser where other end of the bed will be.
3. Place bookcase on top of the dresser. *Notice the two pin-hole locations.
4. Make sure both pins are placed in aligned holes on the bookcase.
5. Place bed on top of bookcase with short posts pointing towards the floor.

*Remember to place bed-frame directly on top of the supporting furniture.

Make sure to place safety pins in each side of the dresser top.

Loft Configuration Available In:

- Lake Hall
- Olson Hall
- Stopher Hall
- Johnson Hall
- Prentice Hall
- Dunbar Hall
- Verder Hall

Please contact your Area Desk for additional lofting pins or questions concerning your Brill Furniture. Some service may require you to file a FlashTrack maintenance request with our university moving staff.

With the number of items it takes to transform your room into your new home, space is a top priority. Not only do you want more space but you also want more flexibility. lifespace allows you loads of options without needing one single tool. Take a look inside for details on just how easy it is to make the most of your space.
Lofting Furniture
One of each of these items is provided for each student.

Stackable Items
The following item can also be stacked and arranged to maximize space.

Bunk Configuration

1. Place frame on the floor where you would like to have your bunk bed. *Position frame so that the shortest bed posts are on the floor.

2. Place safety pin in each bed-post so that the frames will be properly aligned.

3. Place the second frame on top of the first with the longest posts pointing toward the floor.

4. Check to make sure the pins are connecting the frames together at both ends.

Stackable Items

- Three-Drawer Dresser
- Desk with Organizer
- Dresser & Dresser

Bunk Configuration Available In All Halls Except:
- McDowell Hall
- Leebrick Hall
- Beall Hall
- Engleman Hall

Lofting Off Wardrobe

1. Place one end of bed on top of desk with organizer so that organizer fits under bed deck and between the side rails adjacent to the end of the bed.

2. Place other end of bed onto wooden lofting bar on back of wardrobe.

3. The middle bed end spreader needs to be placed into the wooden lofting bar so the bed is level and the spreader is seated at the bottom of the lofting bar notch.

Lofting Off Wardrobe Available In:
- Eastway Halls (Allyn, Clark, Fletcher, Manchester)
- Koonce Hall
- Wright Hall

NOTE:
Lofting is Not Possible In:
- Beall Hall
- McDowell Hall
- Engleman Hall
- Van Campen Hall